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CHAPTER 9 

DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 

9.1 RESEARCH UNDER WAY 

9.1.1 Background: 
In the beginning of this book. I made it clear that I did not intend 
to discuss all the sources on . the Eastern Settlement, as this would 
require several volumes. I also made it clear that I wanted to focus 
OD certain selected topics. and to pursue the questions which arose 
durin~ this process. 

ThlS is the reason why the book developed as it did. dominated 
by chains of analyses and arguments, rather than a broad 
presentation of sources and theories. 

This kind of approach admittedly has its weak points. It is a 
good way to uncover specific relations and processes, but it may be 
less suited to construct a balanced, holistic view of a society. This 
approach may be more akin to structural functionalism or process 
analysis than to the wider ranges of Marxist and ecological theory. 

On the other hand, the approach is clearly historical in it s 
attempt to single out important events and processes in the history 
of the settlement. 

This has, 1n turn, affected the interpretation of the 
archaeological material. An example of this is how the presence of 
(costly) stone churches can be explained in two different ways, 
depending on the historical view: Are they manifestations of an 
extremely strong church organization, or of wealthy private church 
owners? 

Hopefully. this approach is safely removed from the historicism 
for which previous authors have been criticized. 

Actually. the discovery of the vast gap which was found to exist 
between Norse Greenland research and modern archaeology and 
history carne to alter the whole concept of the book. Consequences 
of my aims was to attempt create a platform for future research by 
presenting the literary inroads to various subjects that are essential 
to the understanding of Norse Greenland. 

Thus it was also important to examine the previous research on 
Norse Greenland from a critical angle in order to expose the 
ideological bias underlying the arguments. Indeed it seems as if the 
ethical integrity of history and archaeology has been the pnme 
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victim of the political conflicts over Greenland. 
This being the somewhat confusing background for this book, I 

have not been able to pin down my analysis to a specific 
theoretical concept. This has, undoubtedly, left its mark even on 
the final conclusions. 

9.12 Research with a bitter taste: 
It was stated in Chapter 2 that the research into Norse Medieval 
Greenland differed in orientation from that of tbe Scandinavian 
countries already from the start. A contributing factor accounting 
for this was the issues involved in the unexpected disappearance of 
the settlers. 

The belief that the descendants of the settlers lived isolated 
behind the ice barrier of the East Coast prevailed for a long time, 
and triggered several expeditions to this area. This led to the 
discovery of the Inuit communiJy in Amassalik, one of the most 
isolated societies on the face of the earth. Gradually, it was realized 
that the Eastern Settlement had been situated on the West Coast, 
and that the last Norseman was long since dead. 

This opened the door to historical and archaeological research. 
One would have expected this research to have followed the 
mainstreams of contemporary Scandinavian research, but this was 
not always the case. The general attitudes of the time and period, 
however, can plainly be seen. 

The "Conquest of Greenland", with Eric the Red in the leading 
role, became a favorite myth of the National Romantic movement of 
the 19th century, in Denmark and Norway alike. Norway boasted 
that Eric, the fugitive and outlawed Icelander, in heart if not in 
fact was a Norwegian, and that tbe Greenland settlements were 
really Norwegian territory. Denmark claimed their part in tbe 
tradition by creating tbe all·embracing term "Nordboer" (Norsemen), 
which conveniently included their own ancestors. 

That the brave Norsemen had succumbed, only to be replaced by 
the "inferior" Eskimo, was a challenge which contradicted and 
threatened the myth of the century. Thus the "mystery" grew out 
of all proportion, simply because the facts did not fit in with the 
Scandinavians' concept of the heroic Vikings. 

The Inuit themselves had their own explanation to the 
disappearance of the Norse settlers. They maintalOed that they bad 
been killed by their lnuit ancestors. These stories, together with a 
few written records, became the basis of the "Conflict Theory", 
which implied that the Eskimos had committed grand scale genocide. 
The explanation was bardly fit to raise the esteem of the Inuit 
among 19th century Scandinavians. 

"To maintain the myth of the hardy Norsemen, there arose 
theories that the Eskimos had ambushed the already ill-stricken 
settlers, or had deceived them by means of betrayal and arson. 

Towards the end of the 19th century the interest in the cultures 
of "primitive" peoples increased. The idea of "the noble savage" 
gained foothold, and in the wake of the American Civil Wars the 
voices criticizing colonialism became louder. The "Assimilation 
Theory", which implied tbat the present Greenlanders were the 
descendants of the Norse settlers and their Eskimo neighbors was 
forwarded. Apart from a few adherents, this theory never caught 
among the broad public. (These sections are partly based on 
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'f conclusions in Fyllingsnes 88), ' , 

Other theories became so popular that later attempts to correct 
them were futile. Pseudo·Darwimstic ideas of racial superiority had 
been advanced in Europe during the beginning of the 20th century. 
On the basis of a few skeleton finds from Ikigaat (Herjolfsnes), the . 
theory was forwarded that the Norse settlers bad perished because 
of biological de~eneration, Thus Norse Greenland was held as an 
example of raCIal deterioration, thus conforming to the tenets of 
Social Darwinism, which was to become onc of the most infamous 
myths of the 20th century, What is more, it made the idea that the 
settlers had been killed by the Inuit all the more palatable. 

By this time, the conflict between Norway and Denmark over 
Greenland had long since evolved, giving rise to a peculiar quarrel. 
The Norwegians claimed that Greenland owed its fateful isolation to 
the fact that the Norwegian kings had been replaced by Swedish and 
Danish monarchs, who did not fulfill their (assumed) obligations of 
maintaining sailing contact with Greenland. The Danes, on the other 
hand, held that the Norwegian king had enforced an (equally 
hypothetical) royal monopoly on the Greenland trade, thus forcing 
Norse Greenland into isolation and oblivion. Historical research was, 
in other words, driven by nationalistic motives. 

Fortunately, there were exceptions on both sides. 
Other theories about the desertion were 

records of pirate attacks, on Iceland as well 
speculations that the Greenlanders had been 
their fate as slaves in some anonymous country. 

less biased. Various 
as Greenland, led to 

kidnapped, and met 

Other theories involved deterioration of the climate towards the 
end of the Middle Ages. In the beginning of the 20th century, the 
idea of climatic change was but a theory, with no evidence to 
support it. When the evidence did emerge, it was primarilr used to 
sustain other theories. N{lHlund thought it had contnbuted to 
biological de~eneration, while the Norwegians used it to explain the 
downfall of the" medieval empire. 

With the outcome of the trial in The Hague in 1933, all of 
Greenland became Danish. The conflict had created general 
animosity between Norwegian and Danish archaeologists. A hope for 
a joined effort in the further investigation of Norse Greenland was 
now out of the question. As a ~ result, research continued without the 
participation of the Norwegians, who instead pursued their interest 
In the search for Vinland. 

At the same time, Danish archaeology in Greenland apparently 
lost much of its previous vigor. Suddenly, the archaeological 
remains seem to have been reduced to a source for architectural 
history. 

It took the "Green Wave" of the 1970s to alter this course. 
Ironically, the initiative to bring Norse Greenland research in line 
with modern archaeology came from the United States. Thomas H. 
McGovern started asking questions of the Greenland material that 
were familiar to most archaeologists. Nevertheless, the impact on 
Norse Greenland archaeology can only be described as earthshaking. 
Interdisciplinary studies revealed types of data that few had dreamed 
of. 

Also, the shift in generations opened the possibilities for 
cooperation across borders, even that between Denmark and Norway. 

Today, the recent introduction of home-rule gives the present
day Greenlanders the care of research in their own country. Seen 
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in the light of how the research has been pursued in the past, this 
new situation will undoubtedly prove interesting. 

9.2 VEGETATION AND ECOLOGY 

92.1 Ecological adaptation - a summary: 
The distribution of early ruin-groups in the Eastern Setdement 
suggests that the initial settlements were widely scattered from the 
start. This is an indication that the colonization was a large scale 
operation, rather than a slow develOpment from a handful of 
settlers. So far, the basic tenets found ID the written sources about 
the colonization of Greenland as an organized operation appears to 
be substantiated. ..-

The church-sites, as well as __ the concentrations of ruin-groups 
around them, demonstrate that two types of ecological adaptation 
were employed from the beginning; inner-fjord and mid-fjord 
settlements. Both types of settlement wefe located in pasture areas 
favoring animal husbandry, but the differences are obvious. 

The inner-fjord settlements faced inland, while the mid-fjord 
settlements faced the sea. As marine foods seem to have been a 
most important supplement to farm-produce, even in sites lying far 
inland, a certain interdependence between the two types of 
settlements may be assumed. 

The typical Norse Greenland settlement was located near the 
shore, with easy access to the fjord. This location served at least 
two purposes. First of all, the fjord provided easy communication, 
either by boat in the summertime, or by foot or horse when the 
fjord was frozen. Second, it offered opportunities for fishing, seal 
hunting and the transportation of fodder. Thus the topography of 
the shoreline became onc of the most important elements in the 
choice of habitat. Still, numerous inland settlements arc found. 
Undoubtedly, these sites were chosen to exploit the more distant 

pasAntures. I' d b M"U W'U (72) . d' d'ff'" ana YSlS ma e Y u er- I e m Icate a I erentlatton In 
husbandry between coast and inland, the coastal settlements being 
dominated by sheep-farming, and the inner settlements by cattIe
raising. The analysis is based on old survey reports, and therefore 
somewhat uncertain. 

Many farms seem to have collected their resources from quite 
extensive areas, due to the patchiness of the vegetational coverage. 
The practice of using 'saeters' (shielings) is evidence of a 
decentralized type of farming, which is a well-suited technique in 
low-productive areas. 

The distribution of the ruin-groups, classified by A1brethsen as 
'full-saeters', 'dairy-sacters' and 'naymaking-saeters', indicates a 
differentiation in economy between the centers and the more 
marginal areas. The classificatio"n of ruin-groups as 'saeters' is 
difficult, however, and is based on survey reports only. Especially, 
the distinction between 'full-saeters' and small farms is a fine one, 
and A1brethsen has pointed out that the results must be taken with 
some reservation. 

We may also assume that some ruin-groups that were 'saeters' 
during the Early Setdement Period developed into permanent farms 
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at a later stage, only to be abandoned and used r-! las "" ~~ters't 
periods of decline. This type of oscillation is . mown ' ii>" have • 
place in Norway during periods of climatic and d~~('~tt~'r~: 
fluctuation. Other 'saeters' may have been reduced 'to 
stations for sheep, as seems to have been the case in certain. areas 
in Iceland. ' 

The correlation between the distribution of ruin-groups and the 
present-day vegetation is reasonably high. Thus it may seem as if , 
the settlement .pattern to a great extent reflects the medieval 
vegetational distribution. Large-scale destruction of the vegetation 
cover would obviously have disrupted this correlation. Still, severe 
erosion has occurred in certain areas, mostly those dominated by ' 
aeolian soils. 

Although many authors have noted that the settlement density . 
was extremely high, comparison with the settlement density in some 
parts of Northern Norway during the Viking Period and the Middle 
Ages contradicts this view. The comparison is, however, a very 
rough one. and more detailed surveys of the size of the farms and 
the resources available in the areas of comparison are required. 

9.22 Ecological adaptation - a discussion: 
One of the current theories on the desertion of Norse Greenland 
implies a possible degradation of the vegetational resources. This 
may have been a direct result of demographic pressure, if the 
carrying capacity of the pastures was overtaxed. 

It could also be that tbe effects of tbe oncoming Little Ice Age 
reduced the carrying-capacity, and ' that the Norse farmers either 
failed to perceive the signals, or failed to take the necessary 
precautions. In any case. over-exploitation would have been the 
results. 

This book bas not entered upon the complex task of calculating 
the carrying-capacity of the Eastern Settlement in relation to the 
number of simultaneously inhabited ruin-groups (but see Albrethsen 
& Keller 86). I feel that for the moment our knowledge is 
insufficient to make a reasonably exact estimate of this scale. Thus 
I will not enter the discussion as to whether the carrying capaci ty 
actually was threatened or not. 

Still, I feel that the analyses in this book may throw light upon 
certain aspects of this problem. I will use a paper by McGovern, 
Bigelow and Russell from 1985 as a point of departure for this 
discussion. 

9.23 "Northern Islands, Human Error .. .": 
In 1985, McGovern, Bigelow and Russell presented a paper at the 
American Anthropological Association Meetings with the suggestive 
title "Northern Isfands, Human Error, and Environmenta l 
Degradation: A View of Social and Ecological Chan~e in the 
Medieval North Atlantic' (later modified and printed 10 Human 
Ecology, Vol. 16 no. 3 1988 with Amorosi as co-author). 

The authors presented three questions: 
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1. "Were the Norse landuse practices in fact causing 
adverse ecological impact outweighing the effects of 
measures promoting favorable cbanges (thus altering 
a homeostauc balance in an unfavorable direction)?" 

2. "Were tbe impacts of Norse landuse sufficiently 
widespread to cause a significant degradation (past 
regeneration) of ecosystem components important to 
Norse economy?" 

3. "If Norse laoduse practices were indeed destructive 
of such vital economic resources, why did Norse 
farmers not perceive and correct the problem (make 
appropriate management response to the feedbacks 
provi?ed by the natural ecos~stem)?" (McGovern et 
al. 85.11 -12, also McGovem et al. 88:233). 

The authors give, after a clo~e discussion of the subject, this 
answer to the questions 1 and 2: 

"While present evidence is far less conclusive for 
Greenland than for Iceland, current data would 
suggest that some of the major alterations of tbe 
Greenlandic landscape can be attributed to Norse 
environmental impact." (McGovern et al. 85:19-20, 
also 88:244) 

After creating scenarios of changing fodder demands and resources, 
the autbors discuss the different ranking farmers in Iceland and 
tbeir limited freedom to make their own managerial choices. They 
apparently blame much of the failure to give adequate response to 
tbe feedbacks of the environment on a mechamsm called S.E.P 
(Someone Else's Problem), i.e. the detachment of the landlord in 
respect to his tenants' problems. 
They then state: 

"After tbe submission of Greenland and Iceland to 
the Norwegian crown in 1262-64, the church and the 
crown became major island landowners. The scale of 
cburcb boldings in later medieval Greenland is 
indicated both by the disl?roportionate size and 
richness of church buildings in this tiny colony ... 
and by the report of el?iscopal steward Bardsson of 
ca. . 1350 - 70... which lists nearly two-thirds of the 
best land of tbe Eastern Settlement as church 
property. In Greenland, all of the bishops and most 
of the stewards were foreign-born appointees. who 
themselves owed tax and tithe payments to the 
European center ... " 
(McGovem et al. 85:30, also 88:263). 
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Finally, they conclude: 

'The western tier of the Scandinavian North Atlantic 
Islands would seem to provide one clear example of 
such unhappy conjunction of social and economic 
pressure on deceptively fragile ecosystems." 
(McGovem et al. 85:31). 

Without challenging the numerical estimates of the scenarios, these 
statements will be subject to comments and discussion. By doing so, 
I hope to set some of the analyses of this book in a broader 
perspective. 

92.4 Impacts of land-use: 
In this connection, we should perhaps emphasize that we have no 
reason to believe that Norse Greenland farmers were genera lly 
inefficient or wasteful. Nor do the authors cited above express such 
a view. But if the farmers were not inefficient and wasteful, how 
could tbey possibly allow a degradation of the vegetational resources 
to happen? 

The answer may simply be: because they were too efficient. 
The most striking feature that can be observed m 
pattern described in tbis book is the high level of 
the vegetational resources. The ruin-groups are well 

the settlement 
adaptation to 
spaced, often 

strung out along the shoreline. 
with 
Tbis 

There are tendencies toward agglomerations in areas 
possibilities for inland settlement (Sections 3.4.6 & 4.1). 
probably reflects the vegetational patchiness of Greenland more 
than anything else (Section 4.3.9). 

But this is not only true for the distribution of ruin-groups In 
general. 

The pattern is repeated in the distribution of 
more thinly populated areas feature 'hay-making 
more densely populated areas feature the more 
'full saeters' (Section 4.2). 

'saeter' types. The 
saeters', while the 
resource-demanding 

Even the building of stone churches in the area around Igaliku 
(Gardar) and Qassiarsuk (Brattahlid) around 1300 is logical in that it 
demonstrates that wealth and power were accumulated in the most 
productive areas (Section 6.2). 

We may, in other words, regard the society of the Eastern 
Settlement as a highly efficient device, geared at extracting every 
bit of the available resources from a marginal countryside. 

In this perspective, the problem of over-exploitation is not 
primarily a question of misplaced enterprise, but a question of 
whetfier this efficient device exceeded the limits of what the 
country in the long run could support. 

92.5 Irrevernble degradation of top-soil? 
The second question posed above is whether the impact of Norse 
land-use caused a degradation past regeneration. The analysis of 
the relationship between the present-day pastures and ruin-group 
distribution in Section 4.3.2 showed, as just demonstrated, a 
surprisingly good correlation between the present-day vegetation 
and the Norse settlements. 
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It furthermore showed that the most densely populated areas by 
no means scored low on the vegetation index. Low scores in 
vegetation values singled out part of the Vatnahverfi area and the 
Tuttutoq island as possible areas of permanent degradation (Sections 
4.3.5 & 4.3.6). In most other areas, the picture of a reasonable 
balance between the distributions of settlement and vegetation 
prevailed, at least on a genera11evel. 

The picture would have heen another today if the Norse farmers 
had caused permanent large scale damage. 

Destruction by overgrazing would be expected . to disrupt the 
apparently "normal" refationship between ves;etation and settlement, 
thus creating an imbalance between the distribution . of vegetation 
and settlements, while a total reduction in plant productivity over 
the entire area would raise suspicions that the causes were climatic 
and not cultural. 

The results arc, in other words, an indication that changes due 
to over-exploitation were either _limited to certain areas, or that the 
changes brought about were not beyond regeneration. If the changes 
involved the impoverishment of the soil caused by removal of 
biomass and the dilution of humus, the situation may well have been 
critical and irreversible within the settlement period. The effect may 
have been partially repairable once bushes and scrub with deeper 
root-systems invaded the grasslands (Sections 4.3.8 & 4.3.9). 

9.26 Who's problem? 
The authors quoted in Section 9.2.3 give a number of explanations 
as to how the negative effects of the Little Ice Age may have been 
misinterpreted or ignored by the actual decision·makers. 

Their main argument is that within a stratified society of 
landlords and tenants, the latter have little influence on the 
decisions that were made. 

The economic pressures exerted within the society may, in other 
words, have forced the dependent fanner to act against his better 
judgment, a mechanism which is well known even in modern times. 

highly 
Norse 

Thus I have no reselVations against this view, which I find 
relevant to the understanding of the later phases of the 
settlement in Greenland. 

Thus there are no grounds for dispute in this matter. 
There are, however, obvious disagreements 
matter, the identity of the landlords. 

concerning another 

The authors' statement that the church and the crown were major 
landowners can indeed be questioned. 

The proprietary church system must have been a major obstacle 
to excessive land control by the church (Section 8.2.4). And the 
Description by Ivar Baardson can, as I hope to have demonstrated, 
hardly be used as an argument to term "two-thirds of the best land 
of the Eastern Settlement as church property" (see Section 7.2.2). 

Finally, I hope to have argued against the idea that the (foreign) 
Greenland OffiCla1s inflicted undue tax pressure on the population on 
behalf of their European superiors (Sections 8.3 & 8.4). 

These observations have some . important consequences for the 
conclusions drawn by McGovern, (Amorosi) Bigelow and Russell. 
Their calculations and scenarios are, as already mentioned, not 
challenged here. 

But we must conclude that to the extent that negative signals of 
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the Little Ice Age really were 
decisions were probably of local making. 

misinterpreted ": ort.~)~~~!e ... 4 

9.3 ECONOMIC PRINCIPLES 

9.3.1 The problem: . i 

The question of economy has, directly and indirectly, been touched , 
upon several times throughout this book. Accurate information about . 
the economy of Norse Greenland IS scarce indeed, and deductions 
must to a large extent rely on parallel material from other 
countries. This, of course, is a path littered with pitfalls. 

What can be done, however, is to discuss the framework within 
which Greenland economics must have existed. 

On the one hand. Norse Greenland was part of the Medieval 
World, even if a remote part, and thus linked to certain structures 
of the European economy. 

On the other hand, Norse Greenland must have inherited much of 
its economic structures from Viking Period Norway and Iceland. 
Greenland seems in many ways to have retained several archaic 
features in its social organization, and tbis probably also had 
consequences for the economy. 

I will not venture deep into this problem, but will try to single 
out some principles that should be relevant. We will have to 
consider the economic systems of the Viking Period first. Then, a 
number of features in medieval economy will be considered, and 
finally the economic principles of Norse Greenland will be discussed. 

9.3.2 Vikin2 Period economy: 
Abroad, toe Vikings were known as looters, traders and colonists; 
in that order. At home, they were farmers, fishermen and 
craftsmen. 

Thus the Vikings were obviously acquainted with 
systems abroad that were more sO\,histicated than their 
probably even acted as commercia go-betweens in the 
arena. 

economic 
own, and 
European 

Viking Period economics must have been a conglomerate of 
currencies, exchange types and economic principles. 

The economy of - the Nordic countries in the Late Viking Period 
bear all the marks of a society in transition. From early times local 
markets had served the needs for exchange of subsistence goods on 
a regional level. By' the 9th century, small (and short-lived) towns 
or trading centers like Birka, Haithabu and Kaupan~ had developed, 
acting as bridge-heads for long-distance trade. A SIgnificant part of 
this trade was tied to prestige goods and luxury items (see for 
instance Foote & Wilson 70:203-224, Herteig, Iid6n and Blindheim 75, 
Blindheim, Heyerdahl-Larsen & Tollnes 81:179,187, Hodges 82). 

The medieval towns in Scandinavia developed from the 11 th 
century. It is probably significant for the situation that only a few 
of these developed directly from earlier trade centers, the majority 
were founded on virgin territory. This break in continuity is usually 
considered as evidence of a systems change promoted by monarchs 
or sovereigns. 
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Gradually, these "royal" centers developed to true towns with 
their significant quarters of traders and artisans. Most important 
was the presence of the central authorities, the crown and the 
church; "Rex et Sacra". This development was closely tied to the 
development of the state. 

In a paper from 1978, Birgitta H!rdh discusses the economy of 
South Sweden in the Viking Period, based on models suggested by 
Knut Odner (73), Erik Cinthio (75), and the present author (Keller 
76). 

A basic concept in the discussion is that of economic spheres. 
Odner gives, with reference to Bohannan 64:137, this defininon of 
the concept. 

"Bohannan understands economic spheres as mutual, 
exclusive economic structures with different operational 
principles and values, existing within the same society. 
The spheres arc usually_ hierarchic. An economic sphere 
may be completely isolated from the others, but usually 
there are institutionalized techniques for the transference 
of values from one sphere to, the other." (Odner 73:62, my 
translation). 

OdDer bases part of his argument on the Icelandic sagas. With 
reference to among others Dalton & Bohannan 62, he feels able to 
single out three economic spheres (Odner op. clt. but see Odner 72 
& 74a & b and comments by Illindheim, Gjessing, Moberg, Resi, 
SommerfeIt, Stefru.sson & Stl'ernquist, N.AR. 74). 

Hardh gives the fol owing summary of Odner's model (H!rdh 
78:159-160): 

1. Transactions within the social units - the natural 
products sphere. 

2 . . Exchange of gifts, forming binding relationship - the 
prestige sphere. 

3. Market economy - the money sphere. 

In 1974 this author suggested a related model for Norway, inspired 
by the ideas of Fredrik Barth, who discussed the mechanisms of 
separate economic spheres in an analysis from Darfur (Barth 67). My 
model was based on archaeological finds and a few saga texts. 

1. Interior trade, based on local specialization in crafts 
and products. Probably a system based partly on 
barter, and partly on a common currency of materials 
like iron, frieze and butter. This trade has been 
associated with market places which also served 
political and religious purposes. 

2. Luxury trade, primarily conducted at larger trading 
centers like Birka, Haithabu and Kaupang (Scirin~es 
beal). Tbis luxury trade can be associated , With 
currency consisting of hacksilver and coins, and may 
have been related to transit trade between countries 
outside Scandinavia. 
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3. Military aCtiVIty, based on a mixture of trade and 
looting. The military operations are seen as a 
possible necessity for the establishment of the Nordic 
monarchies, as would-be monarchs financed their 
campaigns at home by looting abroad. Domestic coins 
were first minted in the 11th century. (Keller 76:IJO, 
translated and narrated here). 

Erik Cinthio has analyzed the early trading centers In Scania, 
South Sweden. Hardh has summarized part of his work, and says: 

"It is generally accepted that the oldest towns were 
established by royal initiative. The market places. Le. 
kopings, would have developed at points facilitating 
communication. None of the Scanian k6ping markets 
has developed into towns. According to Cinthio, this 
contrast between the Scanian kopings and the oldest 
medieval towns reflects a restructuring of trade 
durin~ the last part of the Viking Age or the 
transitIOn to the Middle Ages. The kopings developed 
under the auspices of rich landowners who's trade 
reached over the boundaries of their own district. 
The growing power of the king curbed this actIVity 
by centralizing the organization of the state. In 
initiating the formation of new communities the state 
aimed first of all at gaining control over local 
industries and resources. However, the traditional , 
older trade may have continued to exist in certain 
parts of the region." (Hardh 78:161). 

HArdh has analyzed the fragmentation of 
before 970 and up to 1021, and concludes 
finds are cut in a haphazard way, the 
homogeneous fragmentation by weight, the 
from 1 ·2 grams. 

silver in hoards from 
that while the earliest 
latest show a nearly 
smallest pieces being 

On this basis she suggests a that South Sweden had a "weight 
money economy" from the beginning of the 10th century, and a 
"coined money economy" from the middle of the 11th century. 

She concludes that a significant market economy prevailed 10 
South Scandinavia, and included exchange of natural products with 
all-purpose money (op. cit. 164-171, see also Hardh 76). But she 
states, with reference to Dalton & Bohannan, that: 

"In societies without peripheral markets the 
population acquires most necessities without markets 
operating, In such societies economy is stratified and 
the means of payment have not yet general 
character" (op. cit. 170-171). 

Without clearly saying so, she . obviously accepts the possibility 
such less developed economic systems may have prevailed ITI 

more marginal parts of the Nordic area, 

that 
the 
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933 Medieval economy: 
Certain aspects of European economy were discussed in relation to 
Greenland, Section 8.3. Here, we shall concentrate more directly on 
Scandinavia. 

The economic system of the Middle Ages was not solely a 
development from Viking Period economics. It also included features 
that were completely new to the Scandioavian countries. 

The Middle Ages were characterized by the presence of a market 
economy, and by the use of coins as an accepted means of payment. 

If we focus upon the latter, the introduction of coined money 
was promoted by two different, yet interdependent forces. 

1. The market economy, which had developed in Europe 
during the Viking Period, or the "Early Middle A~es" 
by central European standards. The system prevaIled 
fust of all in the European towns, but also in a 
number of related, .Jl1arket directed activities in the 
countryside (see for instance Duby 73:220-241, 
Hodges 82 & 83). 
As towns developed in the Nordic countries, market 
economy gained increasing importance, even at the 
local level, and the need for all-purpose money grew 
with it. Market oriented enterprises, like the 
commercial fisheries in Northern Norway, developed. 

2. The development of the two central powers of the 
medieval state, the crown and the church. 

also 
the 
the 
for 
be 

Minting was done in the narne of the king, who 
levied taxes and fines. Certain taxes like tithe, 
Peter's Pence and various fines were levied by 
church. This must have created a demand 
increased production of a kind that could 
exchanged for money. 
Also, the extensIve land control on behalf of the 
crown and the church in the 14th and 15th centuries 
must have led to a demand for increased production. 
Altogether, this development encouraged cash-crop 
production, which in the end probably came to 
stimulate the market economy. 

We may assume that the Viking Period featured a stratified 
economy witb distinct economic spheres, and that the spread of a 
market economy and of coined money as means of payment 
eventually led to a breakdown of this system. 

This IS not to say that a monetary market economy in the modern 
sense was established during the Middle Ages. The most 
characteristic feature of medieval economics was the diversity of 
currencies and counting units. . 

Tbe Peter's pence was reckoned at one 'penning' per bead, 
meaning that the "coined money economy" extended to ordinary 
citizens, at least as a cognitive value (Section 8.3.6). 

Other taxes and land-rent . were set in other values. The 'brend 
mark', later referred to as 'mark fomgild' (old mark-value) was a 
countin~ unit often employed, althougn taxes and land-rent were 
still stIpulated in natural products in Norway in the 16th century 
(see Kolsrud 29, Steinnes 30, Holmsen 80). 
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were both listed as 
in the 16th century 

values in 
(Holmsen 

the 
op. 

In 1578 the peasants of the Ingedal tax-district in East Norway 
tried to pay their "forage tax" (originally the duty to feed and 
stable the king's horses) in money, instead of the half-barrel of 
grain they used to deliver. The tax-collector refused to accept the 
money, and the attempt to change the system failed (Steinnes 
30:22). 

As hte as the 18th century peasants delivering charcoal to the 
ironworks in southern Norway complained that they were not paid 
in money, but in expensive foods and in iron (Fl0ystad 82:378). 

Even if the retrospective value of these later examples can be 
questioned, they demonstrate a basic principle in this type of 
economy. While coins theoretically were good at all levels of 
society, the practical use of coined money was largely reserved for 
the merchants and the upper social classes. Those who lived mainly 
within a subsistence economy probably arranged their exchange by 
barter. Thus the circulation of the vanous means of payment was, in 
most practical respects, hierarchically dependent. 

As already demonstrated (Section 8.3), the six years' tithe from 
Greenland was paid partly in natural products that were sold for 
money. This money was a$ain exchanged into currencies that were 
valid m most of Europe before bemg shipped to Avignon. 

Such cases were hardly unique. The- primary producers, the farmer 
who sold his butter, and the fisherman who sold his fish, probably 
received most of their payment in products necessary for their 
subsistence, while coined money circulated among the merchants who 
purchased the goods and transported them to the market. 

This system was not only "natural" in a period when subsistence 
economy and market economy existed side by side, it is also a 
well-acknowledged technique of suppression, frequently used in 
colonial contexts. The lack of coined money among the primary 
producers makes them dependent on the purchaser and keeps them 
under his control. 

On the basis of these rather general reflections, we may assume 
that even if a market economy and coined money was well 
established in Scandinavia by - the Middle Ages, there were 
important areas where a subsistence economy, barter and a variety 
of counting values still prevailed. 

It is a fair assumption that "weight money" gradually lost ground 
as a means of payment during the Middle Ages, but calculating the 
silver weight was evidently still the safest way of stipulating the 
exchange rate between currencies. 

9.3.4 Economic factors in Greenland: 
Even though our knowledge of economic systems in Greenland is 
limited, there are certain factors that can be singled out. 

First of all, there is the lack of coins. To my best of knowledge, 
no medieval coins have ever been found in Greenland. This is 
astonishing. as most of the archaeolo$ical excavations were carried 
out at the major farms and church SItes, such as Girdar (Jgaliku), 
Brattablid (Qassiarsuk), Herjolfsnes (Ikigaat) and Sandnes. 

If coins ever circulated in Norse dreenland. it should indeed be at 
these places. 
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One explanation may be that these sites were excavated in the 
twenties and early thirties, when excavation techniques were less 
sophisticated than today. The tiny medieval coins arc elusive even to 
modem excavators, and may have been missed altogether. But the 
fact remains that even modem excavations have not yielded a single 
coin. The few coins found in Iceland may indicate that coins were 
of minor importance in the West Atlantic altogether (Skaare 86:438, 
see also EldJW1 48 & 53). (It must be admitted, however, that the 
finds of medieval coins is extremely rare even in Scandinavia, if we 
except the churches and the hoards.) 

Second, there are no towns, or even settlement concentrations of 
any size. 

It may of cou"e be argued that the demog~aphic basis for such 
concentrations was too small, but this IS hardly the full 
explanation. 

Iceland, with about ten times the population of Greenland is a 
good example. In the 10th aqd 11th centuries, trade lOok place in 
numerous locations and harbors. By the 13th century, the number of 
market places had shrunk to 10, indicating increased control and 
centralization of the trade. In the Late Middle Ages, Iceland's 
export of fish increased considerably, but no towns developed. Helgi 
Thorlfuson gives this explanation to the situation: 

1. The · lack of a strong central power, such as a king. 
who could have protected Icelandic merchants from 
foreign competition. No privileges . to control the 
trade were ever issued. 

2. After 1200, Icelandic merchants 
virtually ·non-existent. (This 
somewhat after 1400). 

owning ships were 
situation changed 

3. As a subsistence economy dominated, the market for 
artisans was poor. Most specialized production seems 
to have been a seasonal supplement to other work. 

4. Icelandic society lacked the independent groups of 
merchants and artisans needed to create a stable 
town population. Development of such .independent 
groups was in part prevented by the aristocracy, who 
feared a reduction of the labor-force. (From 
Thorl~on 77:181-182, my translation and synopsis). 

It does not take much imagination to see Greenland in a similar 
light. The king probably never had great influence in Greenland, 
and the church was, as I?reviously argued, mainly in the hands of 
the local aristocracy (SectIOn 8.2). The strong central power which 
otherwise could have initiated a centralization of the trade was 
apparently absent. 

No signs of full-time artisan production have ever been excavated 
in Greenland (but see Nllrlund 30:144-165). On the contrary, 
Greenland's isolated position and limited trade would indicate that 
subsistence economy prevailed. 

We may therefore conclude that Norse Greenland lacked' several 
important prerequisites for the development of a medieval market 
economy. 
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It is likely that Greenland's long distance trade was mainly based 
on barter and possibly weight money. Coined money would have been 
of minor importance. This is, in a way, sensible. Ships negotiating 
the North Atlantic would be wanted to carry loads both ways. Goods 
carried west could, in other words, be exchanged directly for goods 
to be carried east. For local exchange within Greenland, the need 
for coined money must have been even less. 

To get closer to this problem we may again consider Iceland. 
ThorlAksson ar~ued that [celand was dominated by a subsistence 
economy, but ID the 14th and 15th centuries the export of fish 
developed into a trade of considerable dimensions. Still , ThorlAksson 
described the exchange system of the period as follows. 

"The (new). status of the English (merchants, my 
comment) In Iceland increased the need for 10ca\ 
traders. They probably held their own boats and sold 
fish and foreign produce around the countryside in 
exchange for butter and frieze, which were late r sold 
to the English." (Op. cit.:180, my translation). 

This means that the local exchange was based on barter, even if it 
was connected to the European market economy t h r ou g h 
international trade. There is little reason to believe th at th e 
exchange systems within Greenland were much different. 

The overseas trade on Greenland must have been so limited that 
the imported goods meant little to the average Norse farmer (see 
Gad 67:161), apart from certain basic necessities like salt and iron 
(see Absolon Peders0n Beyer, "To norske .. . ":70, Henriksen 88:65). 

But even if Norse Greenland was dominated by a subsis tence 
economy and barter, it was still linked to the European economy. 
Fines, taxes, tithes and the Peter's Pence were to be calculated and 
paid, and especially the latter required a monetary counting unit. 

Still, we know that the layments for the six years' tithe and the 
Peter's Pence were shippe across the Atlantic as natural products, 
around 1282 as ox-hides, seal-skins, hide-rope and walrus tusks, and 
in 1327 as tusks only (Section 8.3.8). Coined money was hardly 
involved in the Greenland end of the transactions. 

The same applies to the ordinary export of luxury goods, li ke 
walrus tusks. The northern cash hunt was in the ultimate sense 
production intended for a commercial market. But this does not 
automatically imply that coined money reached Greenland, nor tha t 
the activity involved market economic principles within the Norse 
Greenland society. 

93.5 Conclusion: 
The arguments above are, of course, 
evidence more than observed facts. But 
things that significant features, such as 
towns, will provide negative evidence. 

built upon circumsta ntial 
it lies in the nature of 

the absence of coins and 

The economic systems in Iceland seem, however, to have been 
quite removed from the market economic principles of the Nordic 
countries proper. It would be curious indeed if Greenland was more 
developed than Iceland in this respect. 

This parallel has, in fact, further implications. 
The models of Viking Period economy (above, Section 9.3.2) were 
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partly built on written medieval sources from Iceland, and partly on 
archaeological evidence. These models indicate a stratified economic 
system with separated economic spheres, hierarchically arranged. I 
have al"so demonstrated that the medieval economy included 
principles of stratification, at least as far as the means of payment 
was concerned (above, Section 9.3.3). 

It is, in other words, not too farfetched to su~est that medieval 
Greenland also had a stratified economy, especIally in the early 
stages. 

In other words, most exchange was done by barter, and goods 
circulated in spheres that were hierarchically arranged. 

This model would indicate that typical export produce, like walrus 
tusks, belonged to a sphere different from that of ordinary fanD 
produce. Exchange of farm produce for walrus tusks, as suggested in 
Section 8.3.10, would in that case mean a transfer of values from 
onc sphere to another. 

Thus the decline of walrus bunting with the desertion of the 
Western Settlement around 1350 may have caused more harm to the 
upper economic sphere than to the lower. Or, to put it in other 
words, harm done to the import/export economy overseas did not 
necessarily imply that the subsistence economy at borne was 
damaged. 

9.4 SOCIAL STRUCTIJRE 

9.4.1 Social differentiation - a summary: 
The ruin-groups of the Eastern Settlement vary considerably in size 
and layout. This was already noted by Roussell (41), and no one 
doubts that the society of Norse Greenland was socially stratified. 
This is hardly surprising, considering the societies from which it 
derived. The vast number of historical sources on the Nordic 
countries reveals a stratified society based on kinship groups. Social 
position was ascribed by birtb, and ranged from chiefs to slaves. 

In Greenland very little is known about the socio-economic 
relationsbips between tbe major farms and the smaller ones. 
McGovern's study of storage area per farm shows tbat certain 
farms received supplements from areas outside their own fences, 
thus indicating some kind of tenantry system. 

Norse Greenland lacked most of the demographic buffers known 
from European countries, such as towns, armies and monasteries 
(although two monasteries are recorded in the written sources). 
Demographic fluctuations thus bad to be absorbed within the 
farming community itself. Only tbe fact that the 14th century 
churches were about the same size as their predecessors, may be a 
vague indication that the number of (tax-payinR?) farm units was 
set at an early stage. It is therefore pOSSIble tbat tbe later 
increase in population resulted in extensive tenantry. 

Althougb the idea of increasing tenantry is not yet fully 
substantiated, it is certainly reasonable. In Iceland, the development 
during the 12th and 13th centuries ended with practically all the 
land being owned by a handful of clans. It is not farfetched to 
assume that Greenland was subject to a similar development. There 
are even indications that Icelanders and Norwegians owned property 
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in Greenland, as did the Norwegian king. 
The previous image of the Roman Catholic Church as the major 

landowner must, in my opinion, be seriously questioned. It should 
be clear that Ivar Baardsson's Description of Greenland IS not a 
reliable source for such assumptions. On the contrary, it may seem 
as if the proprietary churcb system dominated throughout most of 
the settlement period. 

It is even possible that tbe attempts to fend off the church 
reforms of the 13th and 14th centuries were successful. This would 
exclude the church as an independent landowner. More probably, the 
churches were privately owned, and the Bishop of Gardar may in 
fact have functioned as the leader of a chiefdom, at least as far as 
economic matters were concerned. 

9.42 Social structure· discussion: 
When discussing the history of Norse Greenland, it is important to 
establish what kind of society is being dealt with. 

This is no easy task. As previously mentioned (Section 1.5), the 
description of a society will largely depend on the interest and point 
of view of the observer, and this author is no exception. Throughout 
this book, a number of designations pertaining to society have been 
used. 

Frequently employed words like "tenant", "peasant", "aristocracy", 
and expressions like "social differentiation", and "hierarchic", are 
telltale signs of the angle from which society is observed. 

This is a reminder that even "neutral" descriptions of 
arcbaeological material may sometimes expose an attitude towards 
the structure of society. This is easily observed in older literature, 
but is hardly less relevant today. 

In the following, I will discuss the extent to which we can 
understand the social structure of Norse Greenland society. Social 
structure may be defined as 

"The total pattern of social organization within a 
culture, (which) serves to maintain orderly 
relationships among individuals and groups, to 
regulate the productfbn and distribution of wealth, 
and to provide a setting for the breeding and 
socialization of new members of the society. The 
elements of social structure therefore include, among 
others, the patterns of kinship, descent, and 
affiliation, the techno-economic system, and the 
politoci·legal system." (From Hunter & Whitten 
76:360.) 

To create such a description of a society is no small task, and to do 
so for a society as veiled as Norse Greenland would be rather 
ambitious. What we can do, however, is to discuss what the 
different sources tell us about social structure, and if possible to try 
to identify some main features of the social system. 
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9.43 Social stratification in Greenland: 
A review of McGovern's analysis of 17 ruin-groups was given In 

Section 5.3.1. 
The analysis revealed the difference in storage area of each ruin

group, as shown in the bar-graph PLATE 21. 
The graph demonstrated step-wise variations between Gardar, the 

"North Farm" at Brattahlid, Herjolfsnes and the "River Farm" at 
Brattahlid, and three other farms in the Eastern Settlement. 

A similar pattern was revealed for the Western Settlement, but 
without the larger houses of Gardar and Brattahlid. . 

I arsued that the vegetational resources around the two 
Brattahlld farms could not explain the extensive storage area as 
being intended for local produce only. Related arguments have been 
forwarded for Gardar (see for instance N0rlund 67:37). 
This leads to the following assumptions. 

1. That a number of the farmers were not independent. 

2. That settlement expansion and clearing of new fanns 
was not an entirely free choice, but depended on 
decisions of the land-<lWllers. (See Section 9.22). 

3. That some of the ruin-groups represent independent 
farms, while others may represent tenant farms, 
crofts, or farms otherwise dependent. (From Section 
53.2). 

The number of sites in McGovem's analysis is too small for a wider 
analysis of the socio-economic system. It would, for instance, be of 
interest to know the number of rungs on the socio-economic ladder, 
and how many fanns were contained in each step. . 

Aage Roussell has made a claSSIfication of the ruin-groups 
according to size (see Section 5.3.1). He divided the ruin-groups 
into the following classes. 

1. Homestead with a church 

2. Homestead 

3. Farm 

4. Dairy farm 

5. Cot 

6. Small site 

As a result of the intensive surveys after World War II, Roussell's 
figures are no longer sigrtificant. With the exception of point 6, his 
designations are socio-economic, while the material is archaeological. 
No exact definition of the archaeological criteria for each class is 
given, except a table. 

Equally, his designations "Dairy farm" and "Cot" (croft) obviously 
conceal a number of 'saeters' (shielin~) (see Section 4.2). Still, his 
classification demonstrates the stratIfication of the archaeological 
material. 
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that four of the major 
(Qaqortukulook), Gardar 

have large festival halls 

J oel Berglund has made the observation 
church sites, Herjolfsnes (Ikigaat), Hvalsey 
(Igaliku) and Brattahlid (Qassiarsuq), also 
(Berglund 82a, see Section 5.4.4). 

He argues, and I think correctly, that halls of this sort were for 
the upper social classes only, and that the four fanns represented 
admimstrative corner·stones in the Eastern Settlement. I disagree, 
however, in his conclusion that they all served as clerical 
administration centers on behalf of the bishop (op. cit. 285, see 
Section 8.4 above). They may equally well represent secular 
administration cerrters. 

In any event, the halls are probably significant as social symbols, 
and may thus point to the four uppermost representatives of the 
social hierarchy in the Eastern Settlement. 

The archaeological material presented above is far from 
satisfactory, and does not permit extensive conclusions. 

There should be no doubt, however, that the Norse Greenland 
society was stratified, with considerable social differences. It seems 
as that upper social stratum consisted of a very small group, 
representing some 5 to 10 % of the farms. 

A closer scrutiny of the material would probably reveal social 
differentiation even in the lower levels, but this has yet to be 
carried out. 

This picture of Greenland society is hardly controversial to 
readers familiar with early Norse history. The rich chieftains' 
graves in Late Iron Age Scandinavia leave no doubts about the 
social stratification in this area (Ringstad 87, see also Section 
1.3.3). Social stratification was, in other words, well known to the 
emigrants to Iceland and Greenland. 

9.4.4 A process of social change: 
Icelandic history indicates that the first settlers, the 
"landn'msmenn", were all high ranking men or chiefs who moved in 
with all their family and their subordinates (J6hannesson 69:27). By 
the 13th century, however, a concentration of soda-political power 
had taken place. 

"All in all it can be said that 
after, things had come so far 
country was ruled by six clans." 
my translation). 

by 1220 or shortly 
that most of the 
(J6hannesson 69:191, 

There was a continuous struggle between these clans to increase 
their power, and shortly after 1220 Sturla Sighvatsson tried to win 
all of Iceland. The Norwegian King H~kon HAkonsson spun his web 
of intrigues to stimulate the process (J6hannesson 69:205-210). It 
ended, as we know, · ·with the submission to · the Norwegian king in 
1264 (Section 1.3.1). 

Kirsten Hastrup gives this description of the development 10 

Iceland: 

"We may consider three s~a~es in this process of 
modification of the compoSItIon of the population. 
The first... was the reriod of the first settlements, 
with a prevalence 0 large-scale farming based on 
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extended households with kinsmen and slaves. This 
stage is the onc we find reflected in most of the 
sagas, and it is often thought of as the typical 
pattern of Icelandic peasant life. It did not last very 
long, though; fairly soon after the primary 
settfements the lar~e farms were divided up into 
smaller ones, matnly because of the rules of 
inheritance, but also, perhaps, because of an 
increase in population. It seems likely that at this 
point we are faced with an example of demographic 
change causing a change in social or$anizatton. 
According to UruSSOD, this process of dividing the 
land started as early as in the period of the 
landntm, and accelerated durinS the tenth and 
eleventh centuries (1936: 132). Agam, the correlation 
with the increase in population seems significant. 
The pattern of farmsteads remained much the same 
throughout these two stages of development. The 
norm remained onc of sCfarate fannsteads on land 
owned by the householder (ibid.: 31·2). 
The third stage showed significant changes. Tenants 
had emerged as an important group of people; freed 
slaves had been given plots of land of their own, or 
on a tenancy basis, and bad otherwise been 
integrated into the category of free people. This 
meant a disintegration of the pattern of single, 
separate farmsteads run by owners and their 
households. The farmsteads had now become a more 
complex organizatioD of households in various 
relationships of dependence, and with different forms 
of land tenure. 

As a precondition tenancy made it possible for 
farmers to run more land than they could exploit on 
their OWD. But tenancy emerged also as a 
consequence of the tendency to excessive 
accumulation of what land was available. If we 
accept the hypothesis of an increasing population and 
reduced agriculture because of a harsher climate, it 
seems probable that these factors are correlated with 
increasing competition for land. Once the category of 
leiglendiogar had been conceptually recognized as a 
structural category in between the original categories 
of freeborn and slaves, the road was open to a 
continuous growth of the 'population' in this 
particular category - at the exrense of the 
population' in the category 0 (tax-paying) 

landowners. Perhaps this is what is reflected in tbe 
decrease in numbers of tax-paying farmers from 1095 
to 1311." (Hastrup 85:172-173). 

, 
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not Greenland. 
several subjects 

But 
with 

The seizure of land in a virgin countIy, the landoam. 
Social stratification (see 5.3.1 and this Chapter, above). 
Demographic increase (see Sections 5.2.1 - 5.2.4 & 5.2.6). 
Partition of farms (see Sections 5.2.5 & 5.3.2). 

during 
which 

her 
the 

The relation between ruin-groups found archaeologically, 
and tbe number of (tax-paying?) farms in historical 
records (Section 3.2.2). 
Reduced agricultural produ'ctioo and climatic deterioration 
(see Sections 1.2.2, 4.3.8 & 9.2). 

Our knowledge of these subjects 
for Iceland than for Greenland, 
sources available. Still, there are 
countries in these matters. 

is of course far rnore substantial 
due to the differences In the 

obvious parallels between the two 

It bas been demonstrated above ' how Icelandic 
from a society of freeborn peasants and slaves at 
landnArn, to a near-feudal society dominated by a 
early 1200s. 

society developed 
the tirne of the 

few clans by the 

It is imrortant to be aware that this development was basically 
an interna affair. The influence of foreign countries was first 
perceptible from the middle of the 1200s onward (J6hannesson 
69:184). 

If we assume that there were parallels between the landnAm 
phases in Iceland and Greenland, and that the social structures 
were related, one question is pertinent: 

Was the development in Iceland, with increasing 
tenantry, struggle for land, concentration of power, 
and the development towards a near-feudal economy, 
a necessary progression? 

In other words, are such consequences inherent elernents in this 
type of society? 

Answering YES would of cOurse be 
determinism. Cultural processes always 
decisions, and the outcome is never predeterrnined. 

to subrnit 
consist of 

to social 
series of 

But some of the problems described above are well known, if not 
universal; how to split the property between the heirs, how to cope 
with dernographic increase and production decrease, etc .. 

These problems had to be solved, in Greenland as anywhere else. 
As noted above, archaeological analyses of social differentiation are 
few, and ' it is difficult to do more than state that the society was 
strongly stratified, and that the top of the social pyramid was 
rather narrow. The lower parts of the pyramid still largely remain in 
the dark. 

This is not to say, however, that this situation was constant. 
Most probably, there were dynamic changes in the social structure 
of Norse Greenland during the near five hundred years of 
settlement. This should not be forgotten, even if the present lack of 
a basic chronology in the archaeological material may conceal the 
developrnent. 

What is important, however, is that Norway during the sarne 
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period developed from a variety of chiefdoms to a kingdom, and 
later to a state. In other words a development which paralleled 
that of most European countries. The West Atlantic isles, however, 
never participated In this process, but were left on the sideline. 
Their history therefore represents something unique and quite 
different from that of Norway proper. 

9.45 Seru1ar admjnistration; 
So far, we have but briefly touched upon the question 'of secular 
administration and law, and neither will be discussed in detail here. 

The question is complex, and direct historical evidence is scarce 
(see Sections 2.53 and 8.2.5). 

Medieval Icelandic texts indicate that a "ting" (Council of Law) 
was held at Gardar around 1020 (The Saga of the Foster-brothers, 
GHM II:357) and around 1120 (The Sto,/, of Einar Sokkesson, GHM 
11:695). This was probably an _ "A1lting (General Assembly). The 
expression is also used in a letter dated Bergen May 20. 1389 (GHM 
III: 139-141) (see Ingstad 59:360). 

Greenlandic Law is referred to several times in these texts 
(Ingstad loc. cit). 

Around 1350, Ivar Baardsson mentions that the "laugmader" 
(Lawman) used to live at Brattablid (J6nsson 30a:28, GHM III:258). 

In 1910, Mogens Oemmensen did a survey of church sites in the 
Eastern Settlements, and argued that he had found ruins of "ting 
booths" (Le. temporary housing" for those participating in the 
General Assembly) at Gardar (Igaliku) (Oemmensen 11). 

The location fitted, according to Clemmensen, with the 
descriptions of the location in the sources above. After having 
investigated the "booths", N0rlund rej~cted this, claiming that most 
of them were either out-houses, or Eskimo houses of a later date 
(N0rlund 30:126-130). 

However, when N0rlund later investigated a similar set of ruins 
at Qassiarsu~ (Brattahlid), he came to the conclusion that these 
were either ting" booths or merchants' booths, and also revised his 
former opinion about those in Igaliku (Gardar) (N0rlund & 
Stenberger 34:106-117. See also the suggested booths found by Ove 
Bak in MAukarneq near Igigaat (Herjolfsnes), Bak 7Oc:43). 

Roussell refers to tbe booths at Qassiarsuq (Brattahlid) and at 
ruin-group 0-105 in Tasermiut, and indicates that these could have 
belon~ed to the lower "tings", corresponding to the Icelandic 
"Fjerdmgsting". He also Fresumes, in accordance with N0rlund op. 
cit.:115, that the "AIlting originally may have been at Brattahlid, 
and was later moved to the bishop's see at Gardar (Roussell 41:30-
32). Gad and Krogh express similar views (Gad 67: 136, Krogh 
82a:149). 

It must be admitted that the archaeological evidence in this case 
is somewhat fragile, but it is indeed likely that the Greenlanders 
had some kind of "ting", as we are familiar with from most of the 
Norse area. 

Whether Greenland was divided into legal districts, 'godord', as in 
Iceland is not known, but it is not an unlikel>, assumption. 

Krogh assumes that the chiefs onginally held legal power in their 
own districts, and negotiated on subjects of mutual mterest at the 
"A1lting", while after the establishment of the see at Gardar, the 
bishop gradually concentrated legal power in his own hands (Krogh 
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loc. cit.). 
The reasoning obviously is based on Icelandic conditions, and I 

have no objections to this except for the last argument. 
In Iceland, the concentration of power (and land) in the hands of 

the bishops did not really start until the later half of the 13th 
century, when the proprietary church system declined. Before this 
time, the bishop's wealth and power was limited (Th6rlaksson 
77:173). 

The archaeological evidence from Igaliku 
bishop was a man of a special status, but 
not to compare Early or High Medieval 
with l.a.te Medieval conditIons in Iceland. 

(Gardar) 
care must 

conditions 

9.4.6 Why should the Greenlanders resent church reforms? 

indicates the 
be taken as 

in Greenl and 

In the sources concerning the colonization of Iceland, Islendingab6k 
and LandnAmab6k, the emigration from Norway is explained as a 
result of King Harald Fairhair's success in uniting Norway as one 
kingdom. Some of the emigrants had participated in the decisive 
battle at Hafrsfjord on the loosing side. It is also said that people 
emigrated because King Harald "deprived them of their heritage 
(odel)". 

Whatever the exact meaning of these sources, it may be argued 
that people emigrated to Iceland because they could not maintain 
their original social position after the kingdom had been 
established. The colonization of Iceland may, in other words, be 
regarded as a conservative movement, and may explai n why 
Icelandic society retained so many archaic features. 

This may also be true for Greenland. In Section 1.4.4, I suggested 
that Norse Greenland should be considered a Viking Period or Early 
Medieval type of SOciety. Thus I argued that Greenland lacked most 
of the characteristics of a High Medieval type of society. 

In the Sections 6.3 and 8.2 I described the early church history of 
the Nordic countries, and argued that Greenland had re sented 
attempts at church reforms in the late 13th and the middle of the 
14th century. 

In any case, it is clear that Norway adjusted to the new 
organization of the Roman Catholic from 1152-53. In Iceland , 
however, the old church or~anization prevailed until 1275. 

In order to emphasize the full implications of this, I argued that 
the conversion from paganism to Christianity had no influence upon 
the social structure of the Nordic societies. The structural changes 
were brought about through the church reforms advocated by the 
Roman Catholic Church. 

These reforms meant that 
kings or chiefs, lost their 
sphere. 

the secu lar administration, 
existing control over the 

whether 
religious 

This religious control had remained in the hand s of th e 
aristocracy, unaffected by the conversion. Thus religion, being 
pagan or Christian, served to support the social structure, i.e. the 
position and power of the aristocracy. 

A similar tradition that went unchanged was the custom of 
buryin~ the dead on the land of the farm or family. In early 
Christlan times, this tradition could continue unchanged, if a 
proprietary church (or churchyard) was erected at the farm. To 
bury the dead on foreign ground, such as the cemetery of a parish 
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church, must have demanded profound mental changes. 
Another element was the concept of law. The early Norwegian 

laws were made in the tradition of Germanic Law, in pagan as well 
as in Christian times. After the conversion, sections concerning 
church matters were made according to the principles of Germanic 
Law. 

Part of the idea behind the church reforms was to introduce 
Canon Law, which was based on the tradition of Roman Law, and 
hence on principles totally different from that of the Nordic 
countries. 

The church reforms thus represented a change in the basic 
concepts of law in the Nordic countries. 

But most important was probably the change as regards land 
control. The social structure of the Viking Period and Early 
Medieval Nordic countries was unquestionably stratified, and 
gradually a near-feudal economy developed. 

This was probably the case ·even in Greenland. It is likely that 
this was of the type called Patrimonial domain, which is defined as 
follows. 

"Patrimonial domain over land is exercised where 
control of occupants of land is placed in the hands 
of lords who inherit the right to the domain as 
members of kinship groups or linea~es, and where 
this control implies the nght to recelve tribute from 
the inhabitants in return for their occupance." (Wolf 
66:50). 

A parallel development seems to have taken place in the religious 
sphere, the small farm churches were replaced by the larger parish 
(~) churches, and with it probably a tithe system. 

As even these churches probably were privately owned, this 
became an additional source of power in the hands of the 
aristocracy. 

The Christian reli~ion was, in other words, not only incorporated 
into the Norse soclal system, it may have also strengthened the 
development towards a feudal system. 

The bishop was, in this respect, more like a chief than a 
representative of the hierarchic church. In social contexts, he was 
pnmus inter pares, first among equals. 

To this social system, the Gregorian Church Reform must have 
come as a deadly threat. 

Not only would elimination of the proprietary church system 
deprive the church owners of part of their socia-economic power, 
it would also mean the development of a completely new (and 
strong) social class, the men of the church. In these countries, the 
"liberation" of the church triggered the development of a 
completely new kind of feudalism, the Prebi:ndaJ domain. 

"Prebendal domain over land differs from patrimonial 
domain in that it is not heritable, but granted to 
officials who draw tribute from the peasant? in 
their capacity as servants of the state. (Wol op. 
cit.:51). . 
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(Wolf clearly refers to secular power. But · as the 
term, which was introduced in social anthropology by 
Max Weber. ori~inally referred to the prebend or 
means of up-keeptng of the Eurofean clergy. this use 
of the term is probably justifiable (ibid.) . 

The Norse Greenlanders may not have grasped the full implications 
of this development, but the reforms nevertheless represented a 
series of conflicts with the inherited rights of the ruling families. 

What I intend to illustrate with these examples is that even if 
the church reforms were the prime subject of dispute, and thus the 
most visible in the historical records, they were just the tip of the 
iceberg. As a result of the church reforms, fundamental changes in 
the social structure of the Nordic societies took place. 

And this is probably the very core of the problem. 

The church reforms should, in my opIOlon, Dot be 
isolated to a question of religion. On the rontrary. they 
should be regarded as representing fundamental social 
changes. which included religion, law. social structure and 
land rontroL 

It was, in other words, not only a question of a change in the 
organization of the church, it was a cultural revolution. 

And the opposition to the reform was, thus , the logical 
consequence of resentment towards this cultural revolution. 

Norse Greenland may, in other words, be regarded as a 
conservative society, and possibly the last outpost of the social 
organization of the Early Viking Period. The opposition to the 
church reforms was probably necessary to maintain thi s social 
structure, in order to fight off oppression from Norway. 

This is not to say that their own society escaped change. 
Obviously, Icelandic society was subject to considerable changes 
from wIthin. But in Iceland, the decisive systems change was 
brought about from abroad, as it would have been in Greenland. 

It is possible, however, that Greenland was at a sufficiently safe 
distance from Norway to succeed in their protectionist policies, and 
that they gained isolation and a reputation for paganism in return. 

9.5 A CHRONOLOGICAL OUTLOOK 

9.5.1 Approaching a ronclusion: 
I started this book by presenting some 
answer (Section 1.1.2). These questions 
groups. 

questions 
can be 

tbat I 
divided 

wanted to 
into three 

1. Questions concerning the settlement pattern, its 
start, development, distribution and density. 

2 Questions concerning 
settlement pattern 
vegetational resources. 

the relationship between 
and the dlStribution 

the 
of 
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3. Questions concerning the superstructure of the 
society, its administration and economy. 

In this chapter, certain topics have been discussed on a somewhat 
wider basis, although the approach reflected in these three 
questions has been retained. 

I think it has been demonstrated that the archaeological material 
indeed can potentially throw light upon these questions, even though 
there is a lack of thoroughly recordea and dated ruin-groups. 

I also think it has been demonstrated that neither "the written 
nor the archaeological sources can be interpreted without a wider 
understanding of their historical context. 

In the following, the main chronological stages of the Eastern 
Settlement, as I see them, will be presented as a summary. This 
will inevitably imply a repetition of previous arguments, for which I 
hope I am forgiven. 

I have found it practical to _ arrange the summary in chronological 
sequence, and for this purpose I have suggested the following 
historical periodization. 

The periods are: 

The LandlWn Phase, from the landnam to ca. 1050. 

The Early Settlement Period, from ca. 1050 to 1125. 

The Middle Settlement Period, from 1125 to ca. 1350. 

The Late Settlement Period, from ca. 1350 till the end of 
the settlement. 

952 The LandlWn Phase (ca. 980 - ca. 1050): 
If we were to base our knowledge on the archaeologi<;al material 
alone, it would appear that the Eastern Settlement was inhabited as 
far back as the 10th or early 11th centuries (Section 5.4.6). 

The finds are, however, too few and of . insufficient reliability for 
a closer dating of the first settlement (Section 5.4.7). 

Thus we cannot single out one parllcular site as the primary 
settlement on an archaeological baSIS alone. On the contrary, It 
may seem that the 10th or early 11th century population occupied 
numerous sites, far apart from each other (Section 6.41' Normally, 
this would indicate to the archaeologist that severa contemporary 
social units had been established within a short span of time. 

The lack of older finds indicate an immigration from the Nordic 
cultural area, which at this time comprised most of the North 
Atlantic islands, parts of Ireland and Scotland included. 

The impact of the immigration and the number of first settlers is 
hard to establish archaeologically, although the presence of the 
settlers seems to be readily detectable (Section 5.2.1). 

What actually caused the migration is a subject of discussion. 
N0rlund based his view upon the saga texts, and indicated that the 
later immigrants to Iceland were offered areas too marginal for 
survival. This, together with juridico-political disputes, triggered the 
emigration to Greenland (N0rlund 67:11·15). 
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For alternative explanations we may point to the eruption of 
Katla in southern Iceland around 1000 wbich released great masses 
of tephra to be deposited on the fields (Section 5.2.6). 

Equally, the historical sources indicate an unstable political 
period, connected with the official introduction of Christianity 
(Section 6.3.2). J6hannesson even indicates that Iceland at this time 
was on the point of being divided into two states, a Christian and a 
pagan (J6hannesson 69:110). 

Both these events probably triggered population movements, 
possibly causing some to migrate to Greenland. 

It IS harder to single out events of comparative significance in 
Norway. but this does not exclude the possibilities of migration from 
this country. After all, Norway was probably better equipped 
logistically than for instance Iceland, the Farces and the Hebrides, 
although these differences were less pronounced before 1200 than 
after \Thorlaksson 77:181). 

Ice and, however, holds the position as the nearest country, and 
thus the most likely source of migration. 

From the few pagan items found, it must be assumed that several 
of the settlers were somehow attached to the pre·Christian religion 
of the Nordic countries (Section 5.4.6). 

within 
types 

the 
of 

The early sites are, as already mentioned, widespread, 
two "ridges " of later settlements, representing two 
ecolo~ical adaptation, inner-fjord and mid-fjord (Section 3.2). 

ThIs observation is partly based on the (later) church sites, 
which fall in two parallel lines within the two ridges of settlement 
(Section 6.1.3). 

As most church sites probably lie on early farmsites, it must be 
assumed that the two types of adaptation were in operation at an 
early stage (Section 6.5). 

The vegetation changed considerably after the landnam, and the 
"capital" of birch trees and shrubs must have been quickly reduced 
and replaced by grass (Section 2.9.3). 

All the early sites feature excellent pasture. As the later finds 
indicate an economy primarily based on husbandry, this is hardly 
surprising. 

The lack of pagan graves, and the very early churches and 
churchyards, indicate that the Christian religIOn was introduced at 
the time of the landnam, or shortly thereafter (Sections 6.2.1, 6.2.2 
& 6.3.2). 

Some of the Christian elements indicate the influence of Icelandic 
and Celtic regions rather than of the Nordic countries proper 
(Section 6.2.2). 

Little can be said about the social organization at this early 
stage. We are compelled to draw on parallels from the other Nordic 
countries , indicating single.family or extended-family farms , 
sometimes with several holdings (Section 3.4). 

As later finds indicate continuous habitation of the sites 
containing early finds, certain conclusions can be drawn 
retrospectively, first of all concerning the economy. 

But the retrospective method has its limitations, as 
undoubtedly "normalize" our picture of the landnam. 
particularities of the landnam phase would remain hidden. 

it would 
Possible 

To what extent clan bonds and social stratification were as 
dominant among the 10th century immigrants as among, for instance, 
later Icelanders can be subject to discussion. 
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There are obvious indications that a socia-economic 
differentiation developed durin$ the centuries of settlement, but to 
what extent it existed from the start IS uncertain (Section 5.3.1). 

The fact tbat tbe (later) story in the Landnamab6k does not 
correspond too well with the early settlement pattern may indicate 
that social cbanges bad indeed occurred (Section 6.5/. 
Apart from tbis, our knowledge of the andnam period is vague, 
except for whatever remains of trustworthy details in the stories of 
Eric the Red (Section 2.7.2). 

953 The Early Settlement Period (ca. 1050 - 1125): 
During this period, the number of settlements increased, and it is 
likely that the two "ridges" of settlements were further developed. 

To what extent morc marginal inland and outer-coast farms were 
built in tbis period or later cannot be established without further 
investigation. Still, it must bc_ assumed that the different regions 
observable in the later settlement pattern had begun to take shape 
by this time (PLATE 33). 

If it followed a natural reproduction rate (which indeed is an 
open question), the population may have increased to about 8 times 
tbe landnam population by say 1200 (Section 5.2.4). 

It is likely, however, that the volcanic eruptions in Iceland from 
1104 to 1222 stimulated migrations to Greenland, as might tbe 
increasing erosion of Icelandic pastures (Section 5.2.6). 

A gradual concentration of socio·economic power to a few clans, 
and an increase in tenantry during the period of the freestate may 
have forced groups or even clans to errugrate to Greenland. But we 
have no actual evidence of this, nor of the demographic 
fluctuations within Greenland. 

The demands on the vegetation must have increased with the 
expansion of human and animal populations. It must be assumed 
that firewood for winter fodder became scarce towards the end of 
this leriod, thus initiating the production of cured milk instead of 
boile cheese, and intensive grass production to supplement fodder 
collection (Keller 86). 

Equally, it may be presupposed that a certain exchange of goods 
between areas with different resources was demanded. There is an 
indication of this in the hiSh percentage of marine mammal bones 
found on the inland farm SItes (Section 4.1). There are many ways 
to or~anize excbange of this sort, and to distin~uish between 
redistnbutive systems and other exchange systems IS difficult at 
this stage. 

It can be stated that some of the bi~er churches were built in 
the later part of this period or the begtnning of the next (Section 
6.2.3). This · was certainly a private undertaking, as in most of 
contemporary Northern Europe (Sections 8.2.4 & 8.2.5). Which can be 
taken as a sign of a concentration of socio·economic power, 
probably in the hands of the aristocracy. 

95.4 The Middle Settlement Period (1125 - ca. 1350): 
It is, in a way, natural that the arrival of the first resident bisbop 
in 1125 - 26 should mark the beginning of the High Middle Ages in 
Greenland. This introduced a foothold, albeit a weak one, for the 
Roman Catholic Church that was to last for 250 years, or about half 
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the total period of settlement. It · may be questioned, h.owe~e J 

whether Norse Greenland ever submitted fully to the demands'" of the' 
Roman Catholic Church. . ' r' I 

Anyway, Norse Greenland never adopted the features typical of., a 
High Middle Age society, and the term should therefore be avoided. 

The population must have increased rapidly during the Middle 
Settlement Period. Thus negative effects on the vegetation and on 
production must have become perceptible towards the end of the 
period. 

It is likely that a number of farms were divided into smaller 
holdings or tenant farms, and that a number of the more marginal 
sites were settled in this period, although we have no datings yet to 
confinn this (Section 5.2.5). 

At the same time, costly buildings were erected at the largest 
farms, indicating a strongly stratified society (Sections 2.7.9, 2.7.10, 
5.3.1, and 6.2.4). 

1n the first part of the Middle Settlement Period Norse Greenland 
seems to have developed into a prosperous federation of chiefdoms. 
To our knowledge it was politically autonomous until 1261. 

Its export trade seems to have been based partly on farm 
produce, like wool and hides, and partly on Arctic specialties, like 
walrus tusks, hide-rope, furs, and an occasional falcon and 
Unicorns' horns (narwhal's tusk). 

There was an abrupt change in this situation with the increased 
strain on the European economy around 1280. After this, farm 
produce of this type became harder to sell in Europe, and the 
prices of luxury items fell (Sections 8.3.8 & 8.3.10). 

At least four churches of some size were built durinS the 11th 
and 12th centuries, three of them at the "classical" sites Igaliku 
(Gardar I), Qassiarsuq (Brattahlid 11) and lkigaat (Herjolfsnes). 

All these churches were of the wooden, Romanesque type with an 
open west wall and a narrow chancel, and protective walls of stone 
and turf (Section 6.2.3). Whether any of the small churches were 
built in this period is unknown (Sections 6.2.1 & 6.2.2). 
What theIr technical construction is concerned, it is likely that 
they reflected the building tradition of Western and Northern 
Norway. 

Later, five stone churches of the rectangular type were built. All 
these lay in the vicinity of Igaliku (Gardarl, and· nence in the most 
productive areas. Some of them were probably built after the 
economic crisis in Europe had set in around 1280. This must be seen 
as a demonstration that the economic power of these church owners 
was little affected by the crisis (Section 6.2.4). 

It is difficult to imagine this wealth without some kind of 
exploit~tion of the lower classes, through tenantry, tax, land-rent, 
feudalism or even slavery. 

In Norway, the financing of costly stone churches is usually 
associated with the introduction of the tithe. 

There is an obvious contradiction between the documentation of 
tax defaults, small payments and unsalable goods abroad, and the 
construction of costly churches and big halls at home (Section 
8.3.8). This paradox can partly be explained by the proprietary 
church system, which consolidated religious and economic power in 
the hands of the aristocracy (Section 8.2.5). 

It is interesting, in this connection, to look at the bishop's see at 
Igaliku (Gardar). The exact building date of the first church (Gardar 
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I) is not known, but we may guess that it was already standing by 
the time the bishop was ordained, or was built directly on his 
arrival. 

The cathedral itself, Gardar n, was built in the early 1200s 
(Section 6.2.5). 

As the early cathedrals in Iceland were privately built by the 
bishops, this was also probably the case in Greenland (Section 
8.2.4). Evidently, the bishop acquired (or was given) a vast area 
surrounding the see, and seenungly had sufficient cap,ital for the 
project (Sections 4.3.1 - 4.3.3). 

Still, it is difficult to see him as being different from the more 
well-to-do aristocrats. He probably received little of the tithe which 
was paid to the private church owners, and hence his economic 
situatIon C3D hardly be compared to that of his contemporary 
Norwegian collea~es (Sections 8.2.4 & 8.2.5). 

There are Indications that this situation was challenged around 
127 0, with Archbishop Jon Raude's attempt to release the 
Norwegian Church from secular power. 

Another attempt was probably made around 1340 by Archbishop PAl 
BArdsson. For Iceland and Greenland his demands implied, among 
other things, an end to the proprietary church system (Section 
8.2.5). 

I find it likely that Ivar Baardsson's mISSIOn from 1341 was 
co nnected to thIS reform (Section 8.2.3). The later sources on 
apostasy in Greenland may indicate that the attempts were 
unsuccessful (Sections 8.2.7 - 8.2.8). 

At the same time, around 1350, the Western Settlement fell. 
Knowing as little as we do about Greenland history, this date is as 
good as any to mark the end of the Middle Settlement Period in 
Greenland. 

955 The Late Settlement Period (ca. 1350 - ca. 1475): 
This is the period of decline. First of all, the Western Settlement 
was deserted. This meant that some 25 % of the Norse population 
either died, moved out, or had to find a living in other parts of 
Greenland. . 

With it died the basis of the northern cash hunts, and hence an 
essential part of Greenland export economy (Section 8.3.10). 
About 30 years later, in 1378, Bisbop AIf died, the last bishop ever 
to reside in Norse Greenland (Section 1.3.1). 

The Roman Catholic Church had lost its foothold in Greenland. 
But there were other hardships to be endured. In Norway, the 

political initiative had been lost to Denmark and Sweden, and the 
North Atlantic empire was already history. The political focal point 
had shifted from the Atlantic to the Baltic, and Greenland was, 
literally speaking, left out in the cold (Section 1.3.3). 

The Black Death had hit Norway in 1349, and with it part of the 
European market for Greenland's goods had died. Sailors familiar 
with the sea routes to Greenland must have become scarce, 
although the voyages to Iceland were revived for a short period 
during the 1370ies and -80ies (Section 1.3.3). 

At the same time the climate deteriorated, and life became 
harder. The drift ice probably prevented outer coast navigation 
around the Eastern Settlement for most of the year, permitting 
only occasional visits from foreign ships (Section 1.2.2). And from 
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the north, Inuit hunters approached (Section 8.2.6). 
In 1408 a wedding was held in the church at Hvalsey. So at least 

up to this date we can talk about a society in which normal 
functions were maintained. 

It is obvious, however, that the lack of priests must have been 
perceptible even at this time. 

But the finds from Ikigaat (Herjolfsnes) indicate that important 
social institutions were maintained. The dead were buried in a 
Christian cemetery. some even in coffins. The woolen garments prove 
that sheep were still kept and shorn, and wool was spun and woven. 
Even with a conservatIve view of the dating of the (mistermed) 
"Burgundian cap". the society at Ikigaat must have survived in a 
reasonably well organized manner into the first part of the 15th 
century (Section 2.62). 

By this time, however, Greenland must have begun to feel its 
isolation, and the harsher climate must have made life more 
troublesome. 

What options did the Greenlanders really have? One obvious 
solution was to pull out, but that demanded a minimum of logistics. 

To depart for the American continent meant that ships or large 
boats had to be available in Greenland, but there is no historical 
evidence of locally owned ships at this late date. On the contrary, 
ships for overseas voyages seem to have become scarce (Section 
8.3.10). 

Even Iceland was short of ships, but it was even shorter of 
people. In 1402 - 1404 the Great Plague ('pl~gan mikla') killed 
between 1/3 and 2/3 of the population, and the demand for 
manpower was badly felt. The plague was followed by an epidemic 
of smallpox around 1431 (Section 5.2.6). 

With an, under the circumstances, overpopulated Greenland and 
an underpopulated Iceland, it is not too farfetched to suggest that 
an effort was made to withdraw Greenland manpower to Iceland. 

Such attempts, of which we know nothing, would of course 
include the danger of bringing contagious diseases to the isolated 
population of Greenland. 

But bringing some hundreds of colonists to Greenland was one 
thing. Bringing a fully developed colony of maybe ten times that 
number back is quite another proposition." 

If, however, the population of the Eastern Settlement had already 
been reduced, an evacuation of this sort is more feasible. 

Still, some people must have remained until they died, or until 
their society disintegrated. 

The quick recovery of vegetation on the former pastures indicate 
that a corner stone of Norse culture, animal husbandry, came to an 
abrupt end (Section 2.9.3). 

For how long the last remnants of the Norse population survived 
is not known. It may perhaps be a question of ethnic definition 
rather than a question of hIStory. 
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